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he is a brilliant comedian whose experience and life experience are very evident from the movie. he is always ready for the next gag. he is one man who can create an uproar with his wit and humour. a huge hit. the early visuals of the movie are okay. the movie is based on a true story. the movie runs for a decent
duration.kunchakko boban's performance is his best till date. in fact, it is a magnificent performance. the one who can do comedy is the best. biju menon's 'e ee muddangi kidakku nadathaanu moochala nadathaanu' dialogue is a classic. in fact, it is a very memorable dialogue. if you are a fan of the comedian, this is one

movie which you should definitely watch. daivanamathil is a comedy movie that has a great script.the comedy scenes are very good. the comedy scenes that take place in the village are quite impressive. the movie does not have any special effects. the movie is entertaining. the movie has a strong lead pair. the chemistry
of the two leads is quite good. the entire cast members are quite good in their respective fields. however, the movie is also the script which is really not that strong. it will work in some way or the other if you watch it. the story is okay and the visuals are okay. daivanamathil is a satire on the kerala muslims. the movie had a
good response with the public. the movie was a huge success. the movie has won many awards. the movie was a milestone in the history of malayalam movies. the movie was a great success and went on to become a landmark in the history of malayalam movies. the show starts with a scene of a maid doing laundry. in the

center of the laundromat is a washing machine with a red wheel. the laundromat is a typical setting for a bollywood movie. the role of the female character in this movie is limited to doing laundry. the male characters are in the movies to do the things that the women do not want to do. the women in this movie are not
allowed to do anything except doing the laundry.
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there are many pleasures that the film offers. unfortunately there is no such pleasure without some heartaches, and romans is one such heartbreaker. there are twists here and there. there are a couple of old women who mingle with the young set as they have liked the boys. some 'abandoned women', some old nuns and
their idiosyncrasies are there. the film's climax is also very powerful. i think romans is a total story of love, romance and friendship. romans is a classic movie and it is a wonderful entertainer at the box office. romans is a malayalam movie starring biju menon, kunchacko boban, niveda thomas, lalu alex and t. g ravi in lead
roles. the movie released in the year 2013, is directed by boban samuel. romans for biju menon and kunchacko boban means drama. this film has a very realistic theme. it is the story of a church and the people living in the surrounding. romans is the movie that is set in the year ad 79. the film revolves around the events
that took place in the year ad 79. the story of the movie is based on the story of a book by an israeli writer. romans tells the story of a couple of priests who are very much different from each other. the movie is a drama, comedy and romance. the scenes that are set in kodaikanal are very artistic. romans is a movie that is
shot at locations near kodaikanal. the story is based on a book by an israeli writer, isaac motel. sibi malayil is one of the most awaited directors in malayalam cinema. r.m. murthy is his first movie and the movie, to be in a non-akshay kumar kind of way, is very well paced as to begin with. some scenes like the drive to the

airport; the airport scene in which mohanlal's father meets with an accident, and much more are done simply and effectively. the sequence in which mohanlal's father witnesses the suicide of a friend is quite exciting. the only sequence which is not up to the mark is the fire safety drill. fortunately, it doesn't take up the
entire film, which is otherwise a clean and efficient satire on young and zealous life. the movie is full of laughs and comedy and the reactions of the people enacting that makes you laugh till your sides ache. vivek and riya are the co-stars of the movie. 5ec8ef588b
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